NADAN FILIPOVIC, RN
I would first like to, from the bottom of my heart, say thank you for
managing this company, and utilizing the HSU enabling me to have
this amazing job. Thank you for this great opportunity, self-growth,
and a great development professionalism. From day one, as a RAI, I
have enjoyed working with our clients, and administrators. Even till
this day, progressing into a nurse, I have continued to work with great
administrators managing the facilities under amazing care and
leadership. I cannot go without saying that the leadership in this
company is a great reflection on the ownership of the company. With
such great dedication, motivation, and continuous strive for
improvement, each administrator truly expresses the ideology of the
company onto the facilities. We keep succeeding, growing, and
primarily providing the care that we do. Not a lot of people can walk
into work and smile from the diversity of our clients, and the culture
they bring.
I have seen this company grow within the last several years, and I
truly hope it keeps growing, and never losing the true focus this
company stand behind; utter most respect for our clients and
maintaining their dignity while we integrate care. Our clients get
better, get worse, transition, grow, and continue to give us a delightful
outlook on life. It is truly an amazing reward for what this company
stands for.
I would also like to thank you for truly believing the work of Health
Services Unit, and the different perspectives we incorporate for the
care of our clients. I believe you have an amazing supervisor, Sheryl,
that leads the nurses to become better, and continue to develop new
ways to provide care. It is the daily team collaboration that creates
ideas and strategies to adequately understand our clients, and
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provide what they need the most. HSU has started small, but now has
become a tight bundle of amazing nurses who have, on a continuous
basis, shown passion, dedication, and client centered care. I wish you,
and the rest of this amazing team (Columbia Care Services), an
amazing future with positive growth, continuous learning, and
maintaining the foundation that has started this company. I, once
again, thank you so much for all that you have provided for me. It has
been an amazing time.
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